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CLEARINGHOUSE DEVELOPMENT 
AND OPERATIONS: 
Comparison of Various ETC Projects

We live in a world where the “user pays” principle for utilizing the roads 
we drive on is becoming increasingly common. As toll networks are 
developed and expanded as a primary means to fund much needed 
infrastructure, there is a related increase in the deployment of electronic 
toll collection (ETC) systems. With this advent of network tolling, many 
countries and regions are striving to come to grips with developing and 
implementing interoperability across various toll roads and variable tech-
nologies. One of the most effective means of enhancing interoperability is 
the deployment of a clearinghouse for toll agencies within a national or 
regional toll network.

Globally, Egis Projects has implemented and operated ETC schemes, 
interoperability platforms and clearinghouses for a number of years. 
Based on the extensive experience gained from these projects, this 
article comprises a review of the common issues for interoperability and 
clearinghouses and how their similarities can help us analyze the gen-
eral concepts of today’s ETC central systems.
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We focus particularly on current  
models for ETC interoperability in  
Australia, Ireland, France and the Phil-
ippines. We explore the key transaction 
clearinghouse principles including a 
breakdown of system modules. We  
will finish with a synthesis of the 
key interoperability functions of  
different transaction clearinghouses 
(TCH) and conclusions on how  
implementing a TCH can lay the  
foundation for ETC take-up and 
value-added services.

As a basis for this comparison of 
various ETC projects, we present the 
following terminology: 
• Clearinghouses usually refer to 

central systems that are limited to 
the exchange and consolidation of 
data without extensive processing.

• Some countries define their clear-
inghouse as the entity centrally 

managing the exchange of informa-
tion as well as managing road users 
and their ETC accounts.

INTEROPERABILITY  
SPECIFICITIES AROUND  
THE WORLD
There are several interoperability 
models around the world. We present 
four existing TCH systems as a basis 
for comparison.

New South Wales — the RTA Hub
The Road and Traffic Authority (RTA) 
of New South Wales (NSW) issued a 
directive to all concession companies to 
offer interoperability of ETC on their toll 
roads effective 2002. ETC soon after be-
came interoperable throughout the toll 
network in NSW on the basis of techni-
cal interoperability standards (CEN) (1), 
so-called roaming agreements between 
concession companies, and a central-
ized system called the RTA Hub.

The RTA provides and maintains the 
RTA Hub for the exchange of data  
between all concession companies. 
The RTA Hub is basically a mailbox  
with advanced transfer securing  
features. It provides limited data 
processing features and primar-
ily comprises a file exchange system 
with security protection. The data 

EVERY MONTH, THE  
INFORMATION EXCHANGE 
AGENT GENERATES AND 
SENDS EACH OPERATOR  
A STATEMENT OF THE 
MONIES DUE TO OR FROM 
ALL OTHER OPERATORS.



exchanged includes account status 
information such as ETC and casual 
users’ blacklists, as well as financial 
information including ETC and casual 
users’ transactions.

Ireland — the IEA and Easytrip
The National Roads Authority (NRA) 
of Ireland started developing ETC 
throughout Ireland by actively  
supporting concession companies in 
adopting the “One” approach: one  
account, one on-board unit (OBU),  
one bill. In 2005, the NRA issued a  
call for tenders for the provision of 
services for the delivery, operation and 
maintenance of a national ETC clear-
inghouse called, the Information Ex-
change Agent (IEA). In April 2005, NRA 
and Egis Projects signed the contract 
for the IEA for a six month delivery 
timescale and five years of operation 
and maintenance. 

In this centralized “information ex-
change” environment (comparable to 
the Australian RTA Hub) the informa-
tion is managed centrally by a dedicat-
ed system fully independent from the 
account management systems of each 
road operator and tag service provider. 
The IEA manages the exchange of black 
lists, white lists, grey lists, ETC trans-
actions, and settlement statements.

The IEA agreement obliges all parties 
(operators and the IEA) to meet defined 
schedules to secure the transfer  
of financial information and to  
guarantee the freshness of user  
information. In addition to being an 
information exchange facility, the  
IEA also provides the two key data  
processing functionalities: 
• Consolidation of user information 

and ETC transactions:
- For white, black and grey lists, 

this comprises concatenation of 
all operators into a single, unique 
set of consolidated lists.

- For ETC transactions, the IEA 
sorts information which is rel-
evant to each operator and  
sends it.

• Validation and filtering:
- User information: This feature is  

critical during a new operator’s 
system integration. Simply stated, 
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the IEA prevents other operators’ 
plazas from being jammed with 
unusable ETC user data that could 
result in the inability to identify 
users and imply loss of revenue.

- ETC transactions: The IEA filters 
out undue transactions (especially 
duplicates) and proposes tools for 
operators to identify and rectify 
the information submitted.

Every month, the IEA generates and 
sends each operator a statement of the 
monies due to or from all other op-
erators. This is a key feature as these 
settlement statements constitute the 
sole financial reference for settlement 
of ETC revenue between operators. 
Money transfers are not part of the  
IEA scope.

Finally, the IEA is responsible for  
security management, especially for 
the safeguarding and communication 
to all new operators of the encryption 
keys to be implemented in their OBUs 
and the communication channels’ 
shared secrets. The IEA also provides 
additional services to the NRA and road 
operators from the central position it 
holds for all ETC-related aspects in 
Ireland, but we do not describe these 
here because they fall outside the 
scope of this article.

Also in 2006, seeing an opportu-
nity within the Irish tolling market 
to develop road and driver services, 
Egis Projects entered the tag service 
market. Currently, this new company, 
Easytrip Ireland, provides tag and ac-
count management services for ETC 
and car parking to more than 180,000 
tag holders. 

Easytrip in the Philippines
The first Easytrip project was initiated 
in Manila in 2004. The development of 
an account management entity became 
a priority from the position of  
Egis Projects as both operator and 
tolling system integrator of the North 
Luzon Expressway (NLE). Easytrip 
Philippines started operations in May 
2008 and — in addition to being able to 
provide ETC interoperability and  
account management services —  
provides RFID cards for micro payment 
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at selected drive-in restaurants and 
gas stations around Manila. 

Easytrip systems are divided into two 
key entities:
• clearing system, and 
• account management system.

The clearing system is composed of 
several modules:
• Interface components provided 

turnkey to road operators:
- Interface hardware and services  

including middleware to convert  
data in legacy into XML standard 
format at the operator’s back  
office location 

- Secured proprietary file exchange 
system

• Central clearing system:
- Database and applications to ag-

gregate the data exchanged and 
perform consolidation and  
clearing functions.

- Validation tools and other filters.

The account management system is 
composed of six functional modules:
• Operational and transaction  

management applications
• Customer management system 

(Web interfaces)
• Tag lifecycle management  

(ETC Tags and RFID cards)

• Customer account management 
(Web self-service)

• Interfaces with three different bank-
ing networks for ATM bill payments, 
OTC reloads, online banking, etc.

• Interface to an external accountancy 
system 

The clearing and account management 
systems are managed separately; this 
will enable future splitting of the two 
systems should they be managed by 
distinct entities.
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France
The French ETC context, known as  
TIS (Télépéage Inter Sociétés), is an 
evolution of a standard linking all 
French operators since the start of toll-
ways development in France known as 
CIP (Contexte Interopérable Français). 
The CIP is a very detailed and com-
prehensive repository of all technical 
implementation standards and pro-
cesses to be used by all French con-
cession companies or their operators. 
The CIP caters to all payment means 
while its TIS subset caters only to ETC 
(light and heavy vehicles). 

Unlike other scenarios where a  
single entity, public or private, would 
undertake such an enterprise under  
an authority’s formal mandate or  
as a private venture, the TIS and  
CIP standards have been designed  
and are maintained by all the  
French concession companies in  
a collegial and associative manner.  
The main peculiarity of TIS is that it 
relies on one-to-one data exchange 
between operators rather than on  
the usual — and more natural —  
one-to-all approach and has several 
key encumbrances:
• Requirement to setup data links 

with every other operator. In ad-
dition, the added amount of files 

to generate or to process requires 
more powerful servers. The capital 
costs for a new operator and for 
existing operators to integrate a 
newcomer are therefore multiplied.

• From an operations point of view, 
these requirements result in the 
exchange of an enormous amount 
of data and data processing re-
dundancy at back office level. Also, 
operators must maintain relations 
with each other for the resolution of 
all transfer issues.

TCH PRINCIPLES —  
ANALYSIS AND BREAKDOWN 
OF SYSTEM MODULES
Aside from interoperability at the  
field level, which we usually refer  
to as technical interoperability,  
exchanging information between the 
interoperating companies or entities  
is a very basic need to reach inter-
operability. Within the scope of ETC 
interoperability, there are two main 
approaches (or topologies) for  
N operators. 

The first approach (see Figure 1 on 
opposite page) to ETC interoperability 
comprises a Meshed Network with N 
operators. This approach emanates 
from the French model with no central-
ized exchange; rather all systems  
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are interconnected and exchange data 
with each other. The following figure 
shows that this approach requires 
N!/2(N-2)! physical links to be set-up 
between operators (hardware) and N-1 
links to be developed by each operator 
(software).

The second approach (see Figure 2 
above) to ETC interoperability compris-
es a Star Network with N operators. 
Each operator only needs to set-up and 
maintain one physical and logical link 
to a TCH. The following figure shows 
that this approach requires N links to 
the TCH and one logical link for each 
operator.

Both of these topologies are very dif-
ferent with specific advantages and 

disadvantages. Notwithstanding, in 
contrast to the Meshed Network topol-
ogy, the Star Network topology has 
several key advantages:
• It requires less software develop-

ment, processing power, integration 
effort and reduced capital costs for 
all operators (those already estab-
lished and also for newcomers).

• It results in much less operations 
burden (monitoring of data ex-
change is performed and under the 
responsibility of a dedicated entity), 
thus requiring lower operations and 
maintenance costs.

In short, the Star Network topology  
is more welcoming for new operators 
and creates fewer links. When  
applicable — when an entity can be 
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Figure 1: Meshed Network with N operators:
N!/2(N-2)! physical links between operators and 
(N - 1) logical links for each operator

Figure 2: Star Network with N operators: 
N links to the TCH and one logical link for  
each operator
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assigned to this central position —  
the Star Network approach is  
generally preferable.

For these two approaches, there are six 
main system modules:
• Information Exchange 
• Service levels
• User information consolidation
• Tolling information consolidation
• Tolling revenue payment
• Customer and account 

management.

There are a number of key aspects to 
these modules, as the following reveals 
in more detail.

Information Exchange
The purpose of a TCH system is to 
transmit or to receive information and 
to make it available to or from other 
parties. This messaging functionality 
is usually implemented through the 
exchange of files in predefined formats. 
Here, there are two key approaches. 
With a ‘passive approach,’ information 
files are sent by operators to a central 
system and then downloaded by  
other operators. The central system 
is usually an FTP or an SMTP server 
(Australian model). In an ‘active  
approach,’ however, the central  
system is in charge of triggering the 

transmission of files from operators, 
sending files for downstream data traf-
fic (Irish and Philippines model), and 
requires implementing the interface at 
the operator’s facility level before the 
transfer of files.

Service Levels
Exchange services being managed 
centrally allows the performance of 
these exchanges to be monitored as 
well as performance indicator reports 
to be issued regularly. Checking ser-
vice levels is critical to ensure there is 
no loss of revenue, and is quite difficult 
to perform in Meshed environments 
where parties are exchanging informa-
tion only bilaterally.

User Information Consolidation
This system module includes  
the following:
• Black lists are the only essential 

data to be exchanged. They are  
the basis of the clearing activity  

THE STAR NETWORK  
TOPOLOGY IS MORE  
WELCOMING FOR NEW  
OPERATORS AND  
CREATES FEWER LINKS.
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of a central clearinghouse and  
the only security for the toll  
collector to be assured of an ETC 
user’s credit.

• Grey or Orange lists (optional but 
preferable) provide toll operators  
with the possibility to inform users 
in lane (orange lights) that they 
have reached their credit limit 
(threshold under which they should 
reload their account). They provide 
comfort to ETC users but are not 
mandatory for accurate toll collec-
tion. Toll operators usually provide 
this when clearly directed to do so.

• White lists (optional) usually refer 
to OBUs that have been issued and/
or which its use is allowed.  

In interoperable environments, their  
size can easily grow significantly, 
which delays their transfer, pro-
cessing by central systems and 
checks by lane systems. Their use 
should be avoided if there is a pos-
sibility to ensure the authenticity of 
the OBU in lane.

Tolling Information Consolidation
On top of the security aspects  
arising from dealing with tolling  
revenue, another key feature of a 
clearinghouse is to redirect to the right 
Account Management Entity (AME)  
the tolling transactions performed  
on other operators’ networks by roam-
ing users.
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To date, the Irish IEA is the only ETC 
facility of that kind among the models 
studied. Other TCH systems would 
require that information be sorted and 
addressed to the right AME before  
being transferred by the tolling  
operator. This responsibility can also 
be advantageous because it allows for 
more complex clearing such as involv-
ing compensation and sharing in the 
case of Meshed Networks. There are 
currently no meshed tollways in Ire-
land, but such features are necessary 
for example in France where the entire 
network is meshed and where a single 
transaction can incur revenue for up to 
five different concession companies. 

The possibility to edit at the end of 
each period of reference (monthly for 
the IEA in Ireland and daily in the Phil-
ippines) is also an added value of TCH 
systems.

The Australian Hub does not integrate 
a data repository (it only transfers 
information) and therefore cannot pro-
cess transaction information and issue 
settlement statements. Such a feature 
is significant as it provides a single 
and reliable reference for the opera-
tors to perform money exchanges. The 
content of each operator’s statement 
includes the amounts it owes to all 

others and the amounts owed by all 
others to it. Net amounts are also 
edited, which are used as the basis for 
financial settlement.

Tolling Revenue Payment
This is the logical continuation of the 
preceding section. The TCH-generated 
settlement statements that serve as 
a basis for operators to manage the 
transfer of funds between their banks 
can also serve as a basis for automated 
funds transfer, directly originating 
from the TCH. This feature requires 
a significantly large mandate from a 
government authority as operators do 
not have any control over the amounts 
received. It has not been implemented 
in any of the projects studied.

In addition to the toll transactions 
processing features described above, 
the functionalities that are required to 
perform this function are:
• Bank interfaces to trigger automatic 

fund transfers,
• Generation of automatic debits 

orders to debit from bank accounts 
of operators owing money to other 
operators, 

• Generation of automatic credits 
orders to credit to bank accounts 
of operators being owed money by 
other operators, and 
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• Performance of reconciliation of 
money transfers.

Customer and Account  
Management
Account Management Systems (AMS) 
across the market now provide a range 
of standardized functionalities that 
include, as a minimum:
• Customer management,
• Account management,
• Service products,
• Transponder management,
• Revenue reconciliation,
• Interfaces to clearinghouses,

• Interfaces to banks,
• Billing and top up management, and
• Reporting.

In both Ireland and the Philippines, the 
Easytrip systems are built upon very 
flexible product and service definitions 
that allow multiple support (various 
OBU models and payment cards) and 
services applications.

In the Philippines, the AMS is orien-
tated towards value-added services  
encompassing mobile commerce 
services such as fast food and drive-in 



restaurants, and forthcoming petrol 
payment using RFID cards.

CONCLUSION
The table above provides a synthesis 
of the key functions for interoperability 
for the four countries reviewed.

As it clearly demonstrates, the func-
tionalities of transaction clearinghous-
es vary widely from one country  
to another depending on the system 
and topology (Meshed or Star Net-
work). Furthermore, in countries or 
regions where a centralized clearing 

agent (based on the Star Network) 
is available and preferably operated 
under a local authority mandate, the 
development of road and driver servic-
es and other value-added services by 
independent businesses is more prone 
to appear. 

In addition to the obvious leverage from 
the means deployed to implement  
such systems at regional or national 
levels — as well as the means put 
forward to ease their acceptance and 
implementation within the public and 
among operators — the success of 
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FUNCTIONS  FRANCE     AUSTRALIA     IRELAND     PHILIPPINES

Information Exchange

Service Levels

User Information  
Consolidation

Tolling Information  
Consolidation

Tolling Revenue  
Statements

Customer and  
Account Management

Value Added Services

TABLE 1: TRANSACTION CLEARINGHOUSES 
Summary of Central System Functions/Countries



transaction clearinghouse systems is 
also explained in real life scenarios by 
the voluntarily simple architectures 
that allow for cost-efficient opera-
tions and seamless integration of new 
operators and services.

1 The Australian ETC Standards are patterned 
after a set of CEN-DSRC standards in use in 
Europe (EN 13372:2004, EN 12253:2004, EN 
12795:2003, EN 12834:2003).
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